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Canada, especially on the prairies, can undergo rapid changes in weather. It could be
sunny and 10 degrees one moment and 20 below with snow blowing sideways an
hour later.
When you perform a trip inspection on your vehicle, make sure that it’s not only mechanically fit for
use, but that you’ve cleared off all surfaces of snow, the lights are unobstructed, and that the
windows are clear and free of frost, ice, or snow. How many times have you seen drivers on the roads
with just enough space cleared from a windshield that they can see out in front, but the rest of the
vehicle is completely covered? Or drivers who have so much snow on the roof, it looks like they’re
carrying a mattress? This is not only unsafe, but it is also unlawful and could result in a fine.
Take a few minutes while your vehicle is warming up to clear off the windows, roof, hood, lights, and
any other surface that might have an accumulation of snow. Make sure to keep your lights clear
during routine mid-trip inspections.
Be careful around plus or minus three degrees of freezing. This is when wet ice starts to form. It is one of
the most slippery surfaces to walk or drive on, due to the layer of moisture on top of the ice. Remember
fresh snowfall could be hiding ice below its surface.
Use three points of contact when climbing in or out of your vehicle. Look, hold, and step. Look where
you’re going to place your feet and hands, hold onto the grab bars, and step carefully.
Drive to conditions. What was good a few minutes ago could be changing for the worst. Adjust your
speed and pay close attention to your vehicle’s behaviour. Do your best to minimize weather’s effect
on you.
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